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Unforgiven: Face to Face with my Father’s Killer by Liz Mcgregor

9781776191888 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R270

Robin McGregor, an older man who has recently moved into a small town outside Cape Town, is 

brutally murdered in his home. Cecil Thomas is convicted for the crime, but his trial leaves more 

questions than answers. As much as Robin’s daughter, Liz McGregor, tries to move beyond her grief, 

she finds new work, she even discovers love, she still wants answers. What drove Thomas to torture 

and kill a complete stranger? The author meets the murderer’s family and discovers that he comes from 

a loving, comfortable home. He is educated and skilled, there is no apparent reason for his descent into 

delinquency. After protracted obstruction from the prison authorities, she finally gets to confront him but 

not without putting herself in danger. She finds answers, but not the answers she is looking for.

The Boer War in Colour: Conventional War, 1899-1900 | vol 1 / by Tinus le Roux

9781776191765 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R350

Infused with colour, scenes from the Anglo-Boer War suddenly come to life in this striking collection of 

colourised photos from one of the biggest conflicts on South African soil. The Anglo-Boer War, or 

South African War, pitted the two Boer republics of Transvaal and the Orange Free State against 

British imperial might. The effects of this devastating war on the political, economic and social 

landscape were felt long after its end. Volume 1 covers the conventional part of the war, as well as 

some of the major battles of the war. The Boer War in Colour contains many iconic photos from the 

war, as well as several previously unpublished images. This will be the first book to show this conflict 

in full colour. (Also available in Afrikaans: Die Anglo-Boereoorlog in Kleur). .

Milner: Last of the Empire Builders by Richard Steyn

9781776191789 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R310

Alfred, Lord Milner was a brilliant public servant and one of Britain’s most celebrated or notorious 

empire-builders, who left an indelible imprint on the history of South Africa. Sent to southern Africa to 

bring President Paul Kruger’s obstreperous Boers to heel, Milner was primarily, though not solely, 

responsible for the Anglo-Boer War (1899–1902), a conflict that marked the beginning of the end of 

the British Empire. In the aftermath of the war, a determined Milner set out to reconstruct the former 

Boer republics, but his policies stoked resentment among Afrikaners, particularly in respect of 

language and education. He left behind a coterie of young administrators, the so-called Kindergarten, 

who contributed significantly to the unification of South Africa and the fostering of imperial ideals 

through the Round Table Movement.
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Thabo Mbeki: The Dream Deferred by Mark Gevisser

9781776191734 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | PB | R310

Hailed in the Times Literary Supplement as ‘probably the finest piece of non-fiction to come out of 

South Africa since the end of apartheid’, The Dream Deferred is back in print and updated with a 

brilliant new epilogue. The prosperous Mbeki clan lost everything to apartheid. Yet the family saw its 

favourite son, Thabo, rise to become president of South Africa in 1999. A decade later, Mbeki was 

ousted by his own party and his legacy is bitterly contested, particularly over his handling of the AIDS 

epidemic and the crisis in Zimbabwe. It is 15 years since Mbeki was unceremoniously dumped by the 

ANC, giving rise to the wasted years under Jacob Zuma. With the benefit of hindsight, and as Mbeki 

reaches the age of 80, Gevisser examines the legacy of the man who succeeded Mandela.
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Storm Tide by Wilbur Smith 

9781838775575 | Bonnier | HB | R350

1774. Rob Courtney has spent his whole life in a quiet trading outpost on the east coast of Africa, 

dreaming of a life of adventure at sea. When his grandfather Jim dies, Rob takes his chance and 

stows away on a ship as it sails to England, with only the family heirloom, the Neptune Sword, to his 

name. Arriving in London, Rob is seduced by the charms of the big city and soon finds himself 

desperate and penniless. That is until the navy comes calling and Rob is sent across the Atlantic on a 

ship to join the war against the rebellious American colonists. But on the other side of the Atlantic, 

unbeknownst to Rob, his distant cousins Cal and Aidan Courtney are leading a campaign against the 

British. 

Booth by Karen Joy Fowler

9781788169677 | Serpent's Tail | TPB | R315

Junius is the patriarch, a celebrated Shakespearean actor who fled bigamy charges in England, both 

a mesmerising talent and a man of terrifying instability. As his children grow up in a remote farmstead 

in 1830s rural Baltimore, the country draws ever closer to the boiling point of secession and civil war. 

Of the six Booth siblings who survive to adulthood, each has their own dreams they must fight to 

realise but it is Johnny who makes the terrible decision that will change the course of history the 

assassination of Abraham Lincoln. Booth is a riveting novel focused on the very things that bind, and 

break, a family.

The Paris Apartment by Lucy Foley 

9780008385095 | HarperCollins | TPB | R330

Jess needs a fresh start. She’s broke and alone, and she’s just left her job under less-than-ideal 

circumstances. Her half-brother Ben didn’t sound thrilled when she asked if she could crash with him 

for a bit, but he didn’t say no, and surely everything will look better from Paris. Only when she shows 

up  to find a very nice apartment, could Ben really have afforded this? He’s not there. The longer Ben 

stays missing, the more Jess starts to dig into her brother’s situation, and the more questions she has. 

Ben’s neighbours are an eclectic bunch, and not particularly friendly. Jess may have come to Paris to 

escape her past, but it’s starting to look like it’s Ben’s future that’s in question.

Fiction
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Vanished by Lynda La Plante 

9781838778743 | Bonnier | TPB | R330

When an eccentric widow claims she is being stalked by her former lodger, Detective Jack Warr is the 

only person who believes her wild claims. Days later, she is found brutally murdered in her home. 

When the investigation uncovers an international drugs operation on the widow's property, the case 

grows even more complex. And as the hunt for the widow's lodger hits dead end after dead end, it 

seems that the prime suspect has vanished without a trace. To find answers, Jack must decide how 

far is he willing to go and what he is willing to risk in his search for justice. Because if he crosses the 

line of the law, one wrong move could cost him everything.

The Foot Soldiers by Gerald Seymour

9781529340426 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

As a team begins to assess his value, his former employers in the Kremlin develop a brutal plan to 

show that no defector will ever be safe. And they know where to find him. Which means there must 

be a mole in MI6. So it is that the cavaliers of Six find themselves being interrogated by nondescript 

Jonas Merrick of Five, the man called back from retirement and his beloved caravan, the man the 

young guns call the Eternal Flame because 'he never goes out.' But while he may be grey, Jonas is 

also ruthless. As he quietly works through the suspects in London, and violent mayhem breaks out in 

Denmark, Jonas plans not just to unmask a traitor, but to hit back at the Russians with deadly force.

Memphis by Tara M Stringfellow

9781529339246 | John Murray | TPB | R355

Joan was only a child the last time she visited Memphis. She doesn't remember the bustle of Beale 

Street on a summer's night. She doesn't know she's as likely to hear a gunshot ring out as the sound 

of children playing. How the smell of honeysuckle is almost overwhelming as she climbs the porch 

steps to the house where her mother grew up. But when the front door opens, she does remember 

Derek. This house full of history is home to the women of the North family. They are no strangers to 

adversity; resilience runs in their blood. And now this house is the only place Joan has left. It is in 

sketching portraits of the women in her life, that Joan begins laughing again, begins living.

Fiction
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Wild and Wicked Things by Francesca May 

9780356517605 | Little Brown | TPB | R310

On Crow Island, people whisper, real magic lurks just below the surface. Neither real magic nor faux 

magic interests Annie Mason. Not after it stole her future. She’s only on the island to settle her late 

father’s estate and, hopefully, reconnect with her long-absent best friend, Beatrice, who fled their 

dreary lives for a more glamorous one. Yet Crow Island is brimming with temptation, and the biggest 

one may be her enigmatic new neighbour. Mysterious and alluring, Emmeline Delacroix is a figure 

shadowed by rumours of witchcraft. And when Annie witnesses a confrontation between Bea and 

Emmeline at one of the island's extravagant parties, she is drawn into a glittering, haunted world. A 

world where the boundaries of wickedness are tested, and the cost of illicit magic might be death.

Woman, Eating by Claire Kohda

9780349015620 | Little Brown | TPB | R335

Lydia is hungry. She's always wanted to try sashimi, ramen, onigiri with sour plum stuffed inside, the 

food her Japanese father liked to eat. And then there is bubble tea and the vegetables grown by the 

other young artists at the London studio space she is secretly squatting in. But Lydia can't eat any of 

this. The only thing she can digest is blood, and it turns out that sourcing fresh pigs' blood in London   

is much more difficult than she'd anticipated. Then there are the humans, the people at the gallery 

she interns at, the strange men who follow her after dark, and Ben, a goofy-grinned artist she is 

developing feelings for. Lydia knows that they are her natural prey, but she can't bring herself to feed 

on them.

The Curfew by T.M. Logan 

9781838776749 | Bonnier | TPB | R310

I should have known something was wrong. I should have sensed it. Felt it in the air, like the build-up 

of pressure before a thunderstorm, that heavy, loaded calm.

Andy and Laura are good parents. They tell their son Connor that he can go out with friends to 

celebrate completing his exams, but he must be home by midnight.

When Connor misses his curfew, it sets off a series of events that will change the lives of five families 

forever. Because five teenagers went into the woods that night, but only four came out. And telling the 

truth might mean losing everything.

Fiction
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Impossible by Sarah Lotz

9780008464011 | HarperCollins | TPB | R330

Meet Nick: Failed writer. Failed husband. Dog owner.

Meet Bee: Serial dater. Dress maker. Pringles enthusiast.

One day, their paths cross over a misdirected email. The connection is instant, electric. They feel like 

they’ve known each other all their lives.

Nick buys a new suit, gets on a train. Bee steps away from her desk, sets off to meet him under the 

clock at Euston station. It should have been the perfect love story.

Think you know how the rest of the story goes? They did too . . .

The Secrets of Sainte Madeleine by Tilly Bagshawe

9780008521837 | HarperCollins | TPB | R330

Elise would do anything to inherit Sainte Madeleine, the vineyard that’s been home to the Salignacs

for generations. Only Laurent Senard, a distant cousin, is a rival for her heart, yet when a family rift 

sends her on a new and dangerous path. Alexandre, Elise’s brother, can’t bear to see their capricious 

father put the vineyard and Alex's birth right in jeopardy. He leaves to carve out his own fortune in the 

rich hills of Napa, California. But will turning his back on the chateau be his biggest mistake?

Laurent Senard’s love for Elise was planted at Sainte Madeleine long ago. But with the shadow of 

war sweeping over Europe, Laurent must leave France to fight. He vows to find his way back, if only 

it isn’t too late.

Sundial by Catriona Ward

9781788166201 | Profile | TPB | R315

Rob fears for her daughters. For Callie, who collects tiny bones and whispers to imaginary friends. For 

Annie, because of what Callie might do to her. Rob sees a darkness in Callie that reminds her of the 

family she left behind. She decides to take Callie back to Sundial, her childhood home deep in the 

Mojave Desert. And there she will have to make a terrible choice.

Callie is afraid of her mother. Rob has begun to look at her strangely. To tell her secrets about her 

past that both disturb and excite her. And Callie is beginning to wonder if only one of them will leave 

Sundial alive...

Fiction
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True Biz by Sara Novic

9781408714898 | Little Brown | TPB | R335

The students at the River Valley School for the Deaf just want to hook up, pass their history finals, and 

have politicians, doctors, and their parents stop telling them what to do with their bodies. This 

revelatory novel plunges readers into the halls of a residential school for the deaf, where they'll meet 

Charlie, a rebellious transfer student who's never met another deaf person before. Austin, the school's 

golden boy, whose world is rocked when his baby sister is born hearing and February, the 

headmistress, who is fighting to keep her school open and her marriage intact. As a series of crises 

both personal and political threaten to unravel each of them, Charlie, Austin, and February find their 

lives inextricable from one another and changed forever.

Peach Blossom Spring by Melissa Fu 

9781472277541 | Headline | TPB | R355

It is 1938 in China, and the Japanese are advancing. A young mother, Meilin, is forced to flee her 

burning city with her four-year-old son, Renshu, and embark on an epic journey across China. For 

comfort, they turn to their most treasured possession - a beautifully illustrated hand scroll. Its ancient 

fables offer solace and wisdom as they travel through their ravaged country, seeking refuge.

Years later, Renshu has settled in America as Henry Dao. His daughter is desperate to understand 

her heritage, but he refuses to talk about his childhood. How can he keep his family safe in this new 

land when the weight of his history threatens to drag them down?

The Cartographers by Peng Shepherd 

9781398705432 | Orion | TPB | R355

Nell Young has lived her life in and around maps. Her father, Dr. David Young, was one of the most 

respected cartographers in the world. But this morning he was found dead or murdered? in his office 

at the New York Public Library. Nell hadn't spoken to her father in years, ever since he fired her after 

an argument over a seemingly worthless highway roadside map. A map which was mass-produced -

and every copy of which is now being found and destroyed. But why? To answer that question, Nell 

will embark on a dangerous journey into the heart of a conspiracy beyond belief, the secrets behind 

her family, and the true power that lies in maps.

Fiction
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The Patron Saint of Second Chances by Christine Simon

9780751582925 | Little Brown | TPB | R335

Without expensive repairs to the pipes, the water board will cut off Speranza's crumbling Italian 

village. All 212 inhabitants will be forced to leave. In a desperate bid to find the money to save his 

hometown, he starts a rumour that Italian heart-throb Dante Rinaldi is coming to town to film his next 

movie. Soon, the place is teeming with fans and everyone wants to be involved. Speranza's assistant 

has a screenplay and the butcher will invest, if Speranza can find roles for each of his fifteen 

enormous sons. Even the priest is on board. It seems the only way to give their beloved town a 

second chance is to actually make a movie. What could possibly go wrong?

Think of Me by Frances Liardet

9780008432287 | HarperCollins | TPB | R355

James Acton has come to the village of Upton to begin again. As his grief over the death of his wife 

eases, he hopes to find new purpose as the vicar of this small, Hampshire parish, still emerging from 

the long shadow of the war. James’s own war was in the Western Desert, where he fell in love, first 

with the thrill of being a hurricane pilot and then with Yvette Haddad, the captivating, enigmatic young 

Alexandrian with a penchant for dangerous driving. The past has a way of clinging on to us, and even 

as James embarks on new beginnings, finding friends and even love among the people of Upton, the 

secrets he has held on to so tightly for years threaten to break loose. But Yvette had secrets too… 

Reputation by Sarah Vaughan 

9781398502031 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R330

Emma Webster is a respectable MP.

Emma Webster is a devoted mother.

Emma Webster is innocent of the murder of a tabloid journalist.

Emma Webster is a liar.

#Reputation: The story you tell about yourself. And the lies others choose to believe.

.

Fiction
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Here Again Now by Okechukwu Nzelu

9780349701073 | Little Brown | TPB | R335

Achike Okoro feels like his life is coming together at last. His top-floor flat in Peckham is as close to 

home as he can imagine and after years of hard work, he's about to get his break as an actor. He's 

even persuaded his father, Chibuike, to move in with him, grateful to offer the man who raised him as 

a single parent a home of his own. Between filming trips, Achike is snatching a few days in London 

with Ekene, his best friend of twenty years, the person who makes him feel whole. But after a magical 

night, when Achike and Ekene come within a hair's breadth of admitting their feelings for each other, a 

devastating event rips all three men apart. 

Nine Lives by Peter Swanson

9780571358564 | Faber & Faber | TPB | R325

Nine strangers receive a list with their names on it in the mail. Nothing else, just a list of names on a 

single sheet of paper. None of the nine people know or have ever met the others on the list. They 

dismiss it as junk mail, a fluke until very, very bad things begin happening to people on the list.

First, a well-liked old man is drowned. Then, a father is shot in the back while running. A frightening 

pattern is emerging, but what do these nine people have in common? Their professions range from 

oncology nurse to aspiring actor, and they’re located all over the country. So why are they all on the 

list, and who sent it? FBI agent Jessica Winslow, who is on the list herself, is determined to find out. 

These Days by Lucy Caldwell

9780571313563 | Faber & Faber | TPB | R325

April 1941. Belfast has escaped the worst of the war - so far. Over the next two months, it's going to 

be destroyed from above, so that people will say, in horror, My God, Belfast is finished. Many won't 

make it through, and no one who does will remain unchanged. Following the lives of sisters Emma 

and Audrey - one engaged to be married, the other in a secret relationship with another woman - as 

they try to survive the horrors of the four nights of bombing which were the Belfast Blitz, These Days is 

a timeless and heart-breaking novel about living under duress, about family, and about how we try to 

stay true to ourselves.

Fiction
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The Tea Ladies of St Jude's Hospital by Joanna Nell

9781399702706 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

The Marjorie Marshall Memorial Cafeteria is at the heart of St Jude's Hospital. Staffed by successive 

generations of dedicated volunteers, for over fifty years the beloved cafeteria has been serving up a 

kind word and sympathetic ear along with tea and scones. Hilary, the stalwart Manageress, has 

worked her way up through the ranks. Joy, the latest recruit, is driving Hilary mad by arriving late 

every day  and seventeen-year-old Chloe, the daughter of two successful surgeons, is volunteering in 

the holidays and bemused by the older women. But when they discover the cafeteria is under threat of 

closure, the unlikely trio must put aside their differences. As they realise the secrets and sorrows they 

have in common, the women grow closer,  but can they bring the community together and save the 

day?

Sunny by Sukh Ojla

9781529357004 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

Sunny is the queen of living a double life. To her friends, she's the entertaining, eternally upbeat, 

single one, always on hand to share hilarious and horrifying date stories. But while they're all settling 

down with long-term partners and mortgages, Sunny is back in her childhood bedroom at thirty, 

playing the role of the perfect daughter. She spends her time watching the Sikh channel, making food 

with her mum, hiding gins-in-a-tin in her underwear drawer and sneaking home in the middle of the 

night.  She juggles both lives perfectly on the outside, at least. But when her mum sees a guy 

dropping Sunny home one evening, Sunny's life gets a little complicated. Now her mum wants to 

know about the life she's hidden from her for so long.

The Lying Club by Annie Ward 

9781787472808 | Quercus | TPB | R355

At an elite private school nestled in the Colorado mountains, a tangled web of lies draws together 

three vastly different women. Natalie, a young office assistant, dreams of having a life like the school 

moms she deals with every day. Women like Brooke, a gorgeous heiress, ferociously loving mother 

and serial cheater and Asha, an overachieving and overprotective mom who suspects her husband of 

having an affair. Their fates are bound by their relationships with the handsome, charming assistant 

athletic director Nicholas, who Natalie loves, Brooke wants and Asha needs. But when two bodies are 

carried out of the school early one morning, it seems the jealousy between mothers and daughters, 

rival lovers and the haves and have-nots has shattered the surface of this isolated, affluent town.

Fiction
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The Wheel of Time Box Set 2: Books 4-6 by Robert Jordan 

9780356518855 | Little Brown | BPB | R710

The Wheel of Time Box Set 2 includes volumes four, five and six of Robert Jordan's internationally 

bestselling Wheel of Time series, one of the most influential and popular fantasy epics ever published, 

now a major TV series on Prime video. 

In this Age of myth and legend, the Wheel of Time turns. What was, what may be, and what is, may 

yet fall under the Shadow.

This box set contains: Book 4: The Shadow Rising, Book 5: Fires of Heaven and Book 6: Lord of 

Chaos.

Galatea by Madeline Miller 

9781526652065 | Bloomsbury | HB | R180

A short story from the author of The Song of Achilles and Circe 

In Ancient Greece, a skilled marble sculptor has been blessed by a goddess who has given his 

masterpiece, the most beautiful woman the town has ever seen, the gift of life. 

Now his wife, he expects Galatea to please him, to be obedience and humility personified. But she 

has desires of her own and yearns for independence. 

In a desperate bid by her obsessive husband to keep her under control, she is locked away under the 

constant supervision of doctors and nurses. 

But with a daughter to rescue, she is determined to break free, whatever the cost.

The Plant Hunter by T.L. Mogford

9781787399372 | Welbeck | TPB | R290

Harry Compton is as far from a plant hunter as one could imagine, a salesman plucked from the 

obscurity of the nursery growing fields to become 'the face that sold a thousand plants'.

But one small act of kindness sees him inherit a precious gift, a specimen of a fabled tree last heard of 

in The Travels of Marco Polo, and a map. Seizing his chance for fame and fortune, Harry sets out to 

make his mark. But where there is wealth there is corruption, and soon Harry is fleeing England, 

rounding the Cape of Good Hope and sailing up the Yangtze alongside a young widow,  both in 

pursuit of the plant that could transform both their lives forever.

Fiction
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Influence Empire by Lulu Chen 

9781529346862  | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

In 2019, a Chinese entity called Tencent overtook Facebook to become the world's fifth-largest 

company. It was a watershed moment, a wake-up call for those in the West accustomed to regarding 

the global tech industry through the prism of Silicon Valley: Facebook, Google, Apple and Microsoft.

Yet to many of the two billion-plus people who live just across the Pacific Ocean, it came as no 

surprise at all. Tencent's ambition to be an essential part of digital daily life means it holds a 

dizzyingly diverse range of products, music, gaming, messaging, and film. In this fascinating 

narrative, crammed with insider interview. Lulu Chen tells the story of how Tencent is changing the 

world and asks what the consequences will be for us all.

Liberalism and Its Discontents by Francis Fukuyama 

9781800810082 | Profile | HB | R340

Liberalism, the comparatively mild-mannered sibling to the more ardent camps of nationalism and 

socialism has never been so divisive as today. From Putin's populism, the Trump administration and 

autocratic rulers in democracies the world over, it has both thrived and failed under identity politics, 

authoritarianism, social media and a weakened free press the world over. Since its inception 

following the post-Reformation wars, liberalism has come under attack from conservatives and 

progressives alike, and today is dismissed by many as an 'obsolete doctrine'. In this brilliant and 

concise exposition, Francis Fukuyama sets out the cases for and against its classical premises: 

observing the rule of law, independence of judges, means over ends, and most of all, tolerance.

When the Dust Settles by Lucy Easthope

9781529358254 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

Lucy is a world-leading authority on recovering from disaster. She has been at the centre of the 

most seismic events of the last few decades. In every catastrophe, Lucy is there to pick up the 

pieces and prepare for the next one. In her moving memoir she reveals what happens in the 

aftermath and explores how we pick up and rebuild with strength and perseverance. She takes us 

behind the police tape to scenes of destruction and chaos, introducing us to victims and their 

families, but also to the government briefing rooms and bunkers. Telling her own personal story, 

Lucy looks back at a life spent on the edges of disaster, from a Liverpudlian childhood steeped in the 

Hillsborough tragedy to the many losses and loves of her career.
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Very Bad People by Patrick Alley

9781913183493 | Octopus | TPB | R355

Arms trafficking, offshore accounts and luxury property deals. Super-yachts, private jets and super-

car collections. Blood diamonds, suspect oil deals, deforestation and murder. This is the world of 

Global Witness, the award-winning organisation dedicated to rooting out worldwide corruption. Very 

Bad People is about following the money, going undercover in the world's most dangerous places, 

and bringing down the people behind the crimes. Case by case we see maverick investigators 

pitched against warlords, grifters and super-villains. As they unravel crooked deals of labyrinthine 

complexity, the team encounter well-known corporations whose operations are no less criminal than 

the Mafia. This network of lawyers, bankers and real estate agents help park dirty money in London, 

New York, or in offshore accounts, safe from prying eyes.

Brazen by Julia Haart 

9781913068646 | Octopus | TPB | R355

Ever since she was a child, every aspect of Julia Haart's life - what she wore, what she ate, what she 

thought - was controlled by the orders of ultra-Orthodox Judaism. At 19, after a lifetime spent caring 

for her seven younger siblings, she was married off to a man she barely knew. For the next twenty-

four years, he would rule her life. Eventually, when her youngest daughter, Miriam, started to 

question why she wasn't allowed to sing, run or ride a bike, Julia reached her breaking point. She 

knew that if she didn't find a way to leave, her daughters would be forced into the same unending 

servitude. So, Julia created a double life. At the age of forty-two, she finally mustered the courage to 

leave.  And now, she is one of the most powerful people in the fashion industry.

Free Speech by Jacob Mchangama

9781529382204 | John Murray | TPB | R405

In Free Speech, Jacob Mchangama traces the riveting legal, political, and cultural history of this 

idea. Through captivating stories of free speech's many defenders, from the ancient Athenian orator 

Demosthenes and the ninth-century freethinker al-Razi to Mary Wollstonecraft, Mahatma Gandhi, 

Nelson Mandela and modern-day digital activists, Mchangama demonstrates how the free exchange 

of ideas underlies all intellectual achievement and has enabled the advancement of both freedom 

and equality worldwide. Yet the desire to restrict speech is also a constant, and he explores how 

even its champions can be led down this path when the rise of new and contrarian voices challenge 

power and privilege of all kinds.
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Non- Fiction

Way of the Wolf by Jordan Belfort

9781473682160 | John Murray | TPB | R330

For the first time ever, Jordan Belfort opens his playbook and gives readers access to his exclusive 

step-by-step system-the same system he used to create massive wealth for himself, his clients, and 

his sales teams. Now in Way Of The Wolf, Belfort is ready to unleash the power of persuasion to a 

whole new generation of readers, revealing how anyone can bounce back from devastating 

setbacks, master the art of persuasion, and build wealth. Every technique, every strategy, and every 

tip has been tested and proven to work in real-life situations. Written in his own inimitable voice, this 

book cracks the code on how to persuade anyone to do anything, and coaches readers, regardless 

of age, education, or skill level, to be a master salesperson, negotiator, closer, entrepreneur, or 

speaker.

The Queen Bee by Lil' Kim

9781472288103 | Headline | TPB | R355

When teenager Kimberly Denise Jones, better known as Lil' Kim burst onto the hip-hop scene in the 

mid-nineties, no one was prepared for how she would shake-up the entire music industry. In 1996, 

she dropped her solo debut album, Hard Core, which topped the Billboard charts, went double-

platinum, and is now widely considered to be one of the most influential rap albums of all-time. With 

her dynamic lyricism, her unflappable no-nonsense attitude, her iconic looks both on and off the red 

carpet, and her unapologetic sexuality, Lil' Kim quickly established herself as a force to be reckoned 

with-and was crowned the Original Queen Bee. In this debut memoir, Lil' Kim reveals everything that 

really went on behind-the-scenes of her legendary career, much of it for the very first time publicly.

Making History by Richard Cohen 

9781474615785 | Orion | TPB | R405

In this authoritative and entertaining book, Richard Cohen reveals how professional historians and 

other equally significant witnesses influence what become the accepted records of human 

experience. Is there, he asks, even such a thing as 'objective' history? The depth of Cohen's inquiry 

and the delight he takes in his subjects includes the practitioners of what he calls 'Bad History,' 

those thieves of history who twist reality to glorify themselves and conceal their or their country's 

behaviour. Cohen investigates the published works and private utterances of our greatest historical 

thinkers to discover the agendas that informed their views of the world, and which in so many ways 

have informed ours. 
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Non- Fiction

All the Living and the Dead by Hayley Campbell 

9781526601421 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R360

Caught between her own fear and fascination of death, journalist Hayley Campbell looks for answers 

among the people who choose to make a living by working with the dead. Her journey into this 

hidden world takes her from a funeral director in a leafy London borough to a high-tech cryonics 

institute in downtown Detroit. She meets an executioner who kept his profession a secret for 

decades, a pair of chipper gravediggers who have marked out their own graves, a crime scene 

cleaner with a fanatical Instagram following and a man who casts death masks for the rich and

famous. Throughout it all she asks, what does dealing with death every day do to you as

a person? And what happens when we confront what we fear?

If In Doubt, Wash Your Hair by Anya Hindmarch 

9781526629739 | Bloomsbury | PB | R265

Anya Hindmarch is a mother of five, stepmother, entrepreneur and globally renowned 

businesswoman. 

In If In Doubt, Wash Your Hair, she shares what she has learned during her busy and eclectic life, 

what she still worries about, and what advice she has received along the way.

From practical tips and quick fixes, to profound observations about confidence and creativity, this 

inspiring handbook will show you how to live a little better and why sometimes, the answer can be as 

simple as washing your hair.

Bully-Proof Kids by Stella O'Malley 

9781800750616 | Faber & Faber | PB | R320

Based on many years’ experience counselling bullies and targets, Stella O’Malley offers concrete 

strategies to empower children and teenagers to deal confidently with bullying and dominant 

characters.

She identifies effective ways for families to cope when bullying occurs, including approaching the 

school authorities, communicating with the bully’s parents and tips to tackle cyberbullying.

Stella’s common-sense approach will help your child, tween or teen to develop their emotional 

intelligence and will provide relief for families navigating the rapidly changing social environment, 

both online and in school.
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Non- Fiction

Mavericks by David Giles Lewis 

9781398604391 | Kogan Page | PB | R405

Organizations are where the world's most innovative and impactful talents lie, we have the ingenuity, 

the technology and the resources to change the world for the better. Discover how to awaken the 

maverick mindset in you, one that will question, debate and enhance. Mavericks are the key to 

answering some of the world' most pressing challenges, they don't settle for anything less and neither 

should you. Mavericks shows you how being a maverick isn't about shooting from the hip and rocking 

the boat for the sake of it, it's about demanding better of yourself and your organization for the wider 

good. In this book, business consultants, London Business School faculty members and authors David 

Lewis and Jules Goddard guide you through the five characteristics that you can develop to become a 

maverick leader.

Karl Lagerfeld: A Life in Fashion by Alfons Kaiser

9780500025123 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R740

Karl Lagerfeld lived a very public life. He shaped the Chanel and Fendi brands for decades, and his wit 

and wisdom amused and informed the world. Yet despite a massively public persona, his hinterland 

remained unknown. What is the truth behind this larger-than-life but enigmatic figure? The journalist 

and fashion specialist Alfons Kaiser met Lagerfeld on numerous occasions. He has now written the 

first authoritative biography on this fascinating character, whose life has always been marked by 

elements of secrecy. From his parents’ links with the Nazi regime to Lagerfeld’s last days in the 

company of only his closest friends, this book, the result of unprecedented archival and field work –

divulges all the facets of a passionate artist and workaholic.

Wise as F*ck by Gary John Bishop 

9781529348057 | Hodder & Stoughton | BPB | R265

Gary believes that in order to live a powerful, meaningful existence that carries you beyond 

adversity, you need something that lives outside of your everyday responses, a voice that's 

independent, reliable and brings you back to a settled place. Wisdom gets your sh*t together, 

through the sh*tstorms it will give provide you with pause, perspective and actionable insight aside 

from the rollercoaster of feelings brought about by unexpected circumstances. Wise as F*ck is the 

essential lifejacket to ensure you sail to the shore across the morass of waves. The show must and 

always does go on, whether you're ready or not. And after reading and engaging with Gary's latest 

lessons, you will be better equipped to face anything and rise up once more.
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Truly Madly by Stephen Galloway 

9780751575514 | Little Brown | TPB | R355

In 1934, a friend brought fledgling actress Vivien Leigh to see Theatre Royal, where she would first lay 

eyes on Laurence Olivier in his brilliant performance as Anthony Cavendish. That night, she confided to 

a friend, he was the man she was going to marry. There was just one problem, she was already 

married and so was he. Truly, Madly is the biography of a marriage, a love affair that still captivates 

millions, even decades after both actors' deaths. Vivien and Larry were two of the first truly global 

celebrities, their fame fuelled by the explosive growth of tabloids and television, which helped and hurt 

them in equal measure. They seemed to have it all and yet, in their own minds, they were doomed. 

Stephen Galloway takes readers on a bewitching journey. 

Surviving Solo Motherhood by Amy Rose & Dr Emma Cotterill

9781801290111 | Welbeck | PB | R290

Journalist Amy Rose and clinical psychologist Dr Emma Cotterill draw upon the lived experiences of 

the single parent community and look closely at the effect single-parent life can have on your mental 

health. Each chapter focuses on a different emotional state, and includes personal, lived experience an 

array of single mothers from various backgrounds, as well as psychological support and tools. Topics 

covered within the book include, Anxiety, Shame, Grief and Joy.

By working through this book, you will become more resilient and feel stronger, allowing you to be 

more present for your child.

This is the book to reach for when you need somewhere to turn.

Beat Stress at Work by Mark Simmonds

9781801290128 | Welbeck | PB | R290

For some, there is a high price to pay for ambition and success. The toll it can take on our mental 

health can be significant, particularly if we are born with the 'Worry' gene. Mark Simmonds helps you 

understand the effects stress and anxiety can have on your mental health and provides tools and 

advice to find your way through work-induced struggles. Through sharing his own brutally honest 

journey and using his corporate experience, Mark sheds light on the difficulty of discussing mental 

health with colleagues and employers and identifies the best ways for navigating your way through a 

mental health crisis. In this book, you will learn that your mental health issues may not be the 

barriers you view them as but may hold value in the workplace.
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Curry Everyday by Atul Kochhar

9781472985996 | Bloomsury | HB | R770

Need a tasty dinner in a hurry? Look no further than this mouth-watering collection of veggie curries 

from across the globe. Exploring vegetarian curries of the world, from his native India to the Far East, 

via Africa and the Middle East and beyond, Michelin-starred chef Atul Kochhar turns his hand to an 

incredible range of delectable vegetarian dishes to form this sensational collection of everyday 

recipes. This book sees Atul go beyond his roots on a gastronomic journey to showcase recipes from 

around the world. With recipes ranging from quick and easy dishes to more elaborate feasts 

guaranteed to wow friends and family, there is something in this book for everyone.

Floral Provisions: 45+ Sweet and Savory Recipes by Cassie Winslow

9781797204598 | Chronicle | HB | R350

Sweeten your everyday meals and treats with this whimsical cookbook where flowers take a starring 

role. Floral Provisions makes incorporating edible flowers into dishes and desserts an easy task, with 

gorgeous and delicious results. Enjoy Rose Petal French Toast, Raspberry Elderflower Scones, A 

Floral Cheese Board, Garden Party Layer Cake, or any of these fragrant and fabulous recipes, perfect 

for brunches, picnics, afternoon snacks, or celebrations. Featuring lush photography; recipes for floral 

pantry staples, like Jasmine Sugar and Lavender Syrup; and tips for finding edible blooms, this 

cookbook is the ideal gift for anyone who loves flowers, cooking, delicious treats, or all of the above.

The Vegan Baking Bible by Karolina Tegelaar

9781911682493 | Pavilion | HB | R540

A must-have for every baking-enthusiast’s kitchen. Vegan baking has been revolutionised by the 

introduction of aquafaba and plant-based dairy products, and this definitive bible chronicles 

everything you need to know to create all the baking classics, as well as new and interesting bakes, 

using the latest techniques. With this book, you’ll never again have to make compromises on flavour, 

texture and design when baking vegan. Packed with hundreds of tips, techniques and troubleshooting 

advice, The Vegan Baking Bible includes everything from cakes, muffins, meringues, biscuits, 

cookies, brownies, gingerbread, ice cream and even a whole section on yeasted doughs and pastries 

so you can make bagels, doughnuts and pain au chocolate, too.
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Good Food Fast by Emily Jonzen

9781911657415 | Pavilion | HB | R310

If you want convenience and simplicity without compromising on taste or nutrition, this book is for you. 

It's packed with delicious recipes that can go from page to plate in 30 minutes or so. 

There's everything you need for mid-week lunches or suppers, plus some special feasts too. There's 

soups, salads, mains and mouth-watering desserts. 

The recipes include one-pots, traybakes for ultimate effort-saving. 

Over half the recipes are vegetarian or vegan and they keep in mind seasonality and minimising 

waste for a clean conscience as well as a clean plate.

One-Pot Vegan by Sabrina Fauda-Rôle

9781784884833 | Hardie Grant | HB | R270

Bringing together classic dishes and fresh recipe ideas, One-Pot Vegan teaches you how to cook over 

80 vegan meals in just one pot. From weeknight essentials to gatherings and celebrations, there's 

something for every occasion. Start your day with Banana and Almond Pancakes, try your hand at a 

speedy Gnocchi and Spinach Pasta, ready in just 15 minutes and cook up a rather impressive Dried 

Tomato Risotto. Filled with inspiration for simple, healthy, delicious vegan meals, One-Pot Vegan 

contains a wide variety of ingenious recipes, perfect for any night of the week. If you are time-poor, 

stuck in a food rut or simply hate doing the dishes, One-Pot Vegan is the book for you.

A Good Day to Bake by Benjamina Ebuehi

9781787138018 | Hardie Grant | HB | R455

A Good Day to Bake is full of 70 sweet and savoury baking recipes for any day of the week, led by 

flavour. Going through the ritual of bringing out the measuring scales, pouring out flour, whipping up 

the eggs, stirring the batter and impatiently slicing up warm cake is a beautiful thing that deserves to 

be enjoyed all year round no matter the day, season or occasion. This is a cookbook that embraces 

simplicity, mindfulness and the therapeutic comforts of baking. Chapters include Herbs & Tea, Stone 

Fruit & Berries, Vegetables, Best of Beige, Spice Cupboard, and Chocolate.
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How to Plan Anything Gluten Free by Becky Excell

9781787138247 | Hardie Grant | PB | R270

Packed with 30 brand new, customisable, quick-and-easy recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner and 

sweet treats, and meal plans tried and tested by Becky, this is the ideal companion for tracking your 

gluten-free journey. With 6 months of meal planning pages for you to customise and fill out, you can 

create your own dream gluten-free menu every week. Plus, by taking just 30 seconds a day to 

complete the food diary sections, this handbook can help you to track down the culprit and uncover 

any potential food intolerances or sensitivities. With shopping and prep advice to make mealtimes as 

simple and safe as possible, hacks and tips on dining out, as well as how to navigate holidays and 

parties.

Foolproof Fish by Libby Silbermann 

9781787137912 | Hardie Grant | HB | R270

Bringing you 60 fuss-free recipes, with everything from Ultimate Fish Tacos, Spicy Salmon Burgers 

and Grilled Tuna Steaks, through to Clams in Cider, Crab and Cherry Tomato Linguine and Prawn 

Laksa, you'll have a mouth-watering variety of recipes to choose from every time you fancy fish for 

dinner. With clear instructions for basic preparation, including how to scale, de-bone, gut and fillet, 

followed by delicious and practical recipes for brunch and light bites, quick and easy dishes, or 

weekend feasts – there really is something for everyone! The series celebrates the simple ways to 

cook, eat and enjoy different dishes and techniques, and offers amazing new ways to elevate classics, 

as well revealing new sure-to-be favourites. The series includes BBQ, One-Pot, Freezer.

Saka Saka by Anto Cocagne & Aline Princet

9781911668459 | Murdoch | HB | R460

Africa is a continent made up of 54 sovereign States, with dramatically different cooking styles, 

traditions, and ingredients. In this vibrant and generous celebration of food, friendship and 

conviviality, photographer Aline Princet and Anto Cocagne, a young chef from Gabon, invite 

musicians, writers, artists and creatives from all over African, south of the Sahara, to share their 

recipes and bring the spotlight to the rich diversity of African food. Saka Saka features a collection of 

authentic recipes showcasing the best dishes from Gabon, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Congo 

and Ethiopia with information on its origins, key ingredients, tips and advice for the home cook on 

how to cook them to perfection.
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Vegan at Home by Solla Eiriksdottir

9781838664053 | Phaidon | HB | R270

For Solla Eiríksdóttir the key to successful vegan cooking is simple, easy-to-make recipes that are 

tasty and delicious. Here, she shows how to make great vegan food at home for all kinds of 

occasions, whether a quick work-day lunch or special dinners with friends. 

The perfect book for a modern, plant-based lifestyle, its three sections cover: Basics (vegan staples 

such as nut milks and tofu); Everyday (breakfast through to dinner); and Celebrations, which 

spotlights a meal strategy for larger events. 

The 75 basic recipes for vegan staples such as nut milks and tofu provide the foundation for the 70 

dishes that will take you from breakfast through to dinner. 

50 Easy Indian Curries by Penny Chawla 

9781922417589 | Smith Street Books | HB | R445

Rightly adored by millions, curry is celebrated as the national dish in many countries. It’s been 

adapted and adopted into homes and hearts around the world, but there’s nowhere that does it like 

India. Curry flavours change radically as you move around the country. From region to region,

and household to the next, the dish transforms with new spices and ingredients. Garam masala that 

unmistakeable blend of cumin and coriander seeds, among other family secrets, is typical in the north. 

Lentil-lovers in southern India, meanwhile, create soups that are both spicy and sour, thanks to the 

tamarind fruit. 50 Easy Indian Curries travels through the country, sampling dishes from each region.

No matter the recipe, though, one thing is guaranteed, you’re going to need a bigger spice rack.
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Review copies are subject to availability

Nature Style by Alana Langan & Jacqui Vidal 

9781760761103 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R520

It’s no secret that time spent in nature is good for us. Nature helps us thrive, improves our health and 

wellbeing, decreases stress and increases happiness. But if you don’t have the luxury of a forest at

your doorstep, bringing the outside in can provide an immediate connection to the natural world and 

the many benefits that come with it. This practical guide to styling the home for health and harmony, 

using nature as a blueprint. With expert advice on houseplants and how to style them, as well as pro-

tips on the choice of decor and materials, finishes and furnishings, this book shows how natural 

elements can be incorporated into any room in the house, both effectively and affordably.

Igshaan Adams: Desire Lines by Hendrik Folkerts

9780300263855 | Yale | HB | R580

The book presents an early career survey of the work of Cape Town based artist Igshaan Adams 

(b. 1982), showcasing his multimedia practice since 2009. In addition to exploring recurring motifs in 

his work, Arabic calligraphy, the rose, the (self-)portrait, Sufi symbols, and pathways literal and 

metaphorical, the publication highlights some of Adams’s material concerns, including his sculptural 

applications of weaving, his embrace of recycled materials related to black South African domesticity 

and interiority, and his use of the gallery wall and floor in installations. Hendrik Folkerts surveys the 

artist’s recent work, addressing its engagement with presence, absence, and the trace.. Adams 

himself offers a visual essay enabling readers to see details they would be imperceptible in a gallery 

setting

Little Guides to Style II by Emma Baxter-Wright, Karen Homer, Darla-Jane Gilroy

9781802792126 | Welbeck | HB | R1110.

The second instalment in the Little Guides to Style series, featuring four stunning pocket-sized 

fashion books in one box set.

Includes Little Book of Christian Louboutin, Little Book of Louis Vuitton, Little Book of Schiaparelli 

and Little Book of Yves Saint Laurent.

Telling the stories of four iconic fashion houses and the creative geniuses behind them.
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Wine Pairing Party by Liz Rubin 

9781797203461 | Chronicle | HB | R370

Find endless amounts of wine pairing inspiration in these colourful pages. Discover amazing pairings 

like: Za'atar-spiced pita chips with floral roe, Grilled peaches and ricotta with fruity Sauvignon Blanc,  

a hearty charcuterie board with robust Bordeaux each wine profile, 16 in all and organized from light to 

dark, unfolds to reveal perfect pairing suggestions for that varietal, diving deep into "why" they go so 

perfectly with each wine. Learn how Champagne and fatty foods are best friends, why a balanced 

Zinfandel can temper spicy foods, and more. Also included are quick and easy recipes for each 

section, as well as guides for picking out the right glassware, meat, and cheese tips for party planning 

and lots of invaluable wine advice sprinkled throughout.

The Crown's Royal Britain by Gill Knappett

9781841659374 | Pavilion | PB | R165

The series recreates the romance and intrigue at the heart of our very own royal family, covering the 

first four series, starting with Princess Elizabeth’s marriage to Prince Philip in 1947 and concluding in 

1990.  The relationship of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer following their 1981 wedding. 

This is the perfect opportunity for every fan of The Crown to follow in the footsteps of royalty.

Stunning Ely Cathedral provides the backdrop to the iconic Westminster Abbey where Princess 

Elizabeth’s wedding took place, while Belvoir Castle, Hatfield House and Burghley House are just 

three of the fine locations that ‘double’ as Windsor Castle. Historic Winchester Cathedral transforms 

into St Paul’s Cathedral in the run-up to the wedding of Charles and Diana, its versatility also seeing

it representing both Romsey Abbey and Westminster Abbey.

Megan Hess: The Little Black Dress by Megan Hess 

9781743797358 | Hardie Grant | HB | R250

A piece of fashion is so much more than an object. To the designer who created it, the muse who 

inspired it, the fashion lover who lusts after it, the stylist who is lucky enough to own it, the star who 

made it iconic, that fashion piece is part of a story. Introduced by Coco Chanel and made famous by 

Audrey Hepburn, the little black dress redefined how women dress and remains one of the most 

elegant and versatile pieces in any wardrobe. Vogue said it would become ‘a sort of uniform for all 

women of taste’,  a prophecy that has more than come true. And this little book is the perfect 

accessory. Filled with fascinating information and stunning illustrations and packaged up in a 

beautiful hardback, this is a timeless love story.
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Klara and the Sun by Kazuo Ishiguro 

9780571364909 | R225

Debuted at #1 on the Bestseller list.

A Barack Obama Summer Read Pick. 

Longlisted for the Booker Prize.

Legally Blonde by Amanda Brown 

9781408725733 | R215

One rule Elle was learning fast was this: 

blondes do not have more fun in law

school.

Where I Left Her by Amber Garza 

9780751578942 | R215

An addictive, pulse-pounding psychological 

thriller about every mother's worst 

nightmare.

The Maidens by Alex Michaelides

9781409181682 | R215

The instant Sunday Times bestseller.

The Sweetness of Water by Nathan 

Harris 

9781472274410 | R215

Longlisted for the Booker Prize, a 

powerful American debut set during the 

Civil War and portraying life after slavery.

The Committed by Viet Thanh Nguyen

9781472152534 | R215

The long-awaited sequel to the Pulitzer 

Prize-winning. The Sympathizer.

Three Weddings and a Proposal by 

Sheila O'Flanagan

9781472272669 | R215

The gripping and empowering new novel 

from the author of  No. 1

Bestsellers.

The Anniversary by Laura Marshall 

9780751575057 | R195

The emotional, twisty new psychological 

thriller from the Sunday Times

bestselling author.
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Beyond Bad by Chris Paley 

9781529327120 | R240

Scientific research has achieved what thousands of years of philosophising failed to do: explain why we 

have morals and how they work.

Hot Seat by Jeff Immelt 

9781529358728 | R310

The raw, page-turning, inspiring story of Jeff Immelt's 16 years leading the iconic General Electric.

The Tender Bar: Now a Major Film by J R Moehringer

9781529394429 | R265

A raucous, poignant, luminously written memoir about a boy striving to become a man, and his romance 

with a bar.

.
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